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Meeting High Volume Targets in a
Market with Scarce Talent 

Lisa Hart, head of Corporate HR and Talent for Frontier
Communications was facing multiple staffing challenges,
but the most critical was the call center in New Haven, CT not
far from the Yale University campus. The cost of living and
the demographics of the area were not a fit with the call
center roles her team needed to fill. 

To match growth and turnover, her recruiters needed to hire
20 new associates every two weeks. She had a great team
but they were running out of options, consistently missing
their targets, and were exhausted. 

Lisa was introduced to the idea of adding video to her job
descriptions and was initially skeptical. She thought it might
be too sophisticated for an audience that she often found on
Craigslist, but she decided to give it a try and brought in the
SparcStart platform.

Her recruiters partnered with the call center Supervisors and
created Sparc videos for each shift. Supervisors selected two
Associates and each made a 20-second video clip. The call
center teams were nervous at first but as the Sparcs were
published, Associates loved the recognition. As soon as the
Sparcs were approved and published, Associates started
sharing them on their social media channels, proudly
announcing, "I'm in the Sparc!" 

The Associates were connected to people who were also
interested in call center positions and immediately,
applications started to roll in. Knowing about the opportunity
and knowing a friend already worked there was exciting for
candidates.

Applications more than doubled as the Sparcs reached
audiences that hadn't been tapped before. Candidates who
were qualified and interested felt connected to the job. 

www.sparcstart.com

Could not hire 20 call center
Associates every other week

The local candidates didn't match
the job profiles

Recruiters were burning out and
turning over

Applications increased by 136%

Excess candidates for the first class
rolled over to next session

Higher morale among Associates
when selected to make a video
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